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the social networks, and the opening of the
“200 years of Passion for Nature and Research” jubilee exhibition were just some of
the highlights marking the first half year of
Senckenberg’s bicentennial celebration.
For the upcoming second half, many additional events are planned.
You can find up-to-date information at
www.200jahresenckenberg.de.
Of course, the Senckenberg researchers in
the four research areas did not spend their
time idly: A selection of their recent research results will be featured in this newsletter – from the sexually active tardigrade,
migratory Zebras and endangered plants all
the way to vegetarian giant sloths!
Enjoy perusing this brochure – and see you
at one of the next jubilee events!
Dr. Sören Dürr & Judith Jördens
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ON VIDEO: WATER BEAR SEX
Water
bears,
scientifically
known as Tardigrada, are fascinating creatures: these tiny animals with their slow and clumsy
locomotion have a worldwide distribution
and occur in a wide range of habitats: marine, freshwater, and even in moist habitats
on land. Among other things, tardigrades
are capable of cryptobiosis – a death-like
state that allows them to survive dry periods
and cold spells as well as strong fluctuations in salt content and oxygen deficiency.
According to soil zoologist Dr. Karin Hohberg of the Senckenberg Museum of Natural History in Görlitz, these animals have
been in the focus of science for 245 years;
however, surprisingly little is known about
their life cycle and sexual behavior. This has
now changed, since Hohberg and her team
have studied the sexual and mating behavior in the species Isohypsibius dastychi.
In a currently published study, the scientists
show that the mating behavior of these
eight-legged animals is more complex than
previously thought. As part of her Bachelor’s
thesis, Jana Bingemer, a student at the Uni-

versity of Stuttgart, observed the mating
behavior in more than 30 tardigrade couples and captured it on video.
>> Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society
DOI: 10.1111/zoj.12435

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Karin Hohberg,
Senckenberg Museum of Natural History Goerlitz

Tardigrade sex: typical position of the female (left ) and male
(curled around the front end of the female) during mating.
© Jana Bingemer, Senckenberg Museum Görlitz

BIODIVERSITY AND SYSTEMATICS

CONNECT FOUR: NEW ANT SPECIES DISCOVERED
Ants of the Tapinoma nigerrinum
group are an interesting research
object, due to their efficient chemical weapons and the recruitment systems of millions of workers in the
super-colonies that are able to withstand
the empires of the Argentine army ants in
the Mediterranean region.
Recently, Dr. Bernhard Seifert of the Senckenberg Museum for Natural History in
Görlitz, together with an international research team, made a surprising discovery:
Contrary to previous assumptions, not just
one, but four species of these odorous ants
exist. Until now, the species T. darioi was
completely unknown to science. It was described as a new species in the study and
named in honor of the much-too-early deceased myrmecologist Dario D‘Eustaccio,
one of the main participants in this project.
The four species of Tapinoma differ in their
morphology, colony structure, distribution
and DNA. Because the analysis of the DNA
could have damaged the precious and very
fragile primary type specimens in an unacceptable way, the scientists had to develop

a non-damaging method. This was achieved
by the so-called NUMOBAT method (Numeric Morphology-Based Alpha-Taxonomy), in
which a sophisticated, recently developed
algorithm plays an important role.
The three species that form super-colonies,
T. magnum, T. ibericum, and T. darioi, are
highly invasive and have already been found
in urban areas north of the 48th parallel. The
ants can survive even colder winters, like
those in Germany, without significant losses. The three species have already been
sighted in southern England, northern
France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany.

Workers of the Tapinoma group © Senckenberg/Seifert

In: Myrmecological News

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Bernhard Seifer
Senckenberg Museum of Natural History Goerlitz
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BEARS: A MATING FREE-FOR-ALL
Pizzly, Grolars or “Capuccino Bears” – these are new names for
the descendants of the pairing of
Grizzly (Ursus arctos horribilis)
and Polar bears (Ursus maritimus). Such “hybrid bears” are not as rare as previously assumed, as shown by Prof. Dr. Axel Janke from
the Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate
Research Center in Frankfurt. A team of scientists around the evolutionary geneticist

Hybrid bears like the Pizzly or Grolar - a mixture between
Polar bear and Grizzly - are not as rare as previously thought.
© Andrew E. Derocher

has sequenced six complete genomes of
four bear species in a large-scale investigation. Each genome has a size of about 2.5 billion base pairs. With these new data, we
now have the genomes of all known bear
species. Until now, it had been assumed that
the number of Polar x brown bear hybrids
was increasing due to climate change, since
the brown bear increasingly spreads into
northern regions. However, the new results
show that gene flow exists between different bear species and has also occurred abundantly in the past. Hybrids, therefore, are
not necessarily the result of climate change.
Gene flow even took place between the geographically remote Polar bears and Malayan
sun bears. This apparent contradiction is explained by the researchers with an “intermediate host” or “vector,” which has passed on
the genes in different directions. One potential carrier could be the brown bear: its range
overlaps with that of all other bear species,
and its genome also contains genes of the
Polar bears.
The proven gene flow between the bear species raises questions about the fundamental

concept of biological species. This concept
proposes that different species either cannot
produce offspring, or that their offspring is
sterile. However, this is not the case in the
bear species. Thus, according to Janke, we
must ask ourselves: Does the species concept still hold true for bears, or in even in
general? What do we have to protect – species or genomic diversity?
>> Scientific Reports
DOI: 10.1038/srep46487

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Axel Janke
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre
& Goethe-University Frankfurt

BIODIVERSITY AND SYSTEMATICS

EXTINCT GIANT TORTOISE: 1,000 YEAR-OLD DNA DECODED
About 1,000 years ago, the Bahamas were still home to the giant tortoise Chelonoidis alburyorum. Professor Uwe Fritz,
Director of the Senckenberg Natural History Collections in Dresden, explains that today only fossil remains can be found of these big tortoises, which reached about half a
meter in size.
With the help of highly specialized laboratory methods, an international team around
Michael Hofreiter from the University of
Potsdam was currently able for the first
time to extract genetic data from a 1,000
year-old humerus of the giant tortoise and
compare them with living species. This was
possible due to well-preserved DNA in the
tortoise bones, which were deposited in
so-called “blue holes” - cavities in karst
rocks filled with ocean water.
The scientists investigated the genome of
the Bahamas tortoises and were able to assert that these animals became extinct
about 850 years ago and are closely related
to the Galapagos tortoises and the Chaco

much faster compared to previous times,
so that species loss and the impoverishment of our environment have taken on threatening dimensions.
>> Proceedings of the Royal Society B
DOI: 10.1098/rspb.2016.2235

Skull of the extinct giant tortoise Chelonoidis alburyorum
© Nancy Albury

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Uwe Fritz,

tortoises in South America. The giant tortoises disappeared within a very short time after the colonization of the Bahamas – long
before Columbus discovered America. Fritz
explains that this is a general pattern, since
in the Bahamas and the Antilles, numerous
larger animals disappeared shortly after the
arrival of man. It shows that even early on,
humans did not coexist in harmony with nature, but that food sources were always exploited excessively and habitats altered.
Today, however, this process happens

Senckenberg Naturhistorische Sammlungen Dresden
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CLOWN FROGS:
NEWLY DISCOVERED AND ALREADY ENDANGERED?
An international team, joined by
Senckenberg scientist Dr. Martin
Jansen, has discovered two new
clown frog species in the Amazon
region of Bolivia and Peru. Until recently,
the colorful amphibians had been erroneously considered to belong to another species. With the combined analysis of morphological and genetic information as well
as the frogs’ calls, the scientists were able
to delimit the two new species and show
that the two previously recognized species
actually comprise an entire species complex.
The newly discovered species are probably
endangered, due to their small range. Over
the past decades, more than 810,000 square
kilometers of rainforest have been destroyed in the Amazon region. Every day, species from all of the animal phyla disappear.
Clown frogs are a group of frogs that occur
mainly in the Amazon basin, but they can

also be found in the adjacent savannas.
Their common name is based on their
strikingly beautiful coloring. Jansen is particularly pleased with the discovery of the
new species in the area of the “Chiquitos”
research station, which is run under Senckenberg participation. Jansen considers
the frogs to be flagship species that show
the importance of biological field stations
and the value of observing nature over long
periods of time, especially in unexplored regions of mega-diverse countries.
>> PLOS ONE
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0171785

SGN-Contact-Person:
Not only color patterns, but also genes and vocal calls play
an important role in the delimitation of different frog species. © Diego Quirola

Dr. Martin Jansen
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Frankfurt

BIODIVERSITY AND SYSTEMATICS

HESSIAN RARITY THREATENED
For the layman, the lanceolate
bellflower (Campanula baumgartenii) is almost indistinguishable
from its close relative, the roundleafed harebell – both herbaceous plants
have purple flowers, are about equal in
height and preferentially grow on nutrientpoor soils. However, the different root
growth is a reliable distinguishing morphological feature, as explained by Kai-Uwe Nierbauer of the Senckenberg Research Institute
in Frankfurt. Yet, every now and then, plants
of unknown affinity are found in the Taunus
Mountains. Thus, the botanist, together with
his colleagues Dr. Juraj Paule and Prof. Dr.
Georg Zizka, head of the Senckenberg Department for Botany and Molecular Evolutionary Research, investigated this plant’s species status. Using a genetic analysis, the
scientists from Frankfurt confirmed that the
lanceolate bellflower indeed constitutes a
separate species. The plant is only found in
two areas of Germany - in the Hessian Taunus Mountains and in the Palatinate Forest.
In the future, it could be displaced by related
species.

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Juraj Paule
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Frankfurt

Endangered: the lanceolate bellflower
© Senckenberg

>> AoB Plants
DOI: 10.1093/aobpla/plx002
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AT HOME IN A FOOTPRINT
Large and heavy mammals leave
traces – e. g., the African elephants, which weigh over 6,000
kilos. A team from Portugal,
Austria and Germany, including Dr. Viola
Clausnitzer of the Senckenberg Museum for
Natural History in Görlitz, investigated the
footprints of elephants in Kibale National
Park in Uganda. The researchers gathered
data from 30 natural water-filled footprints
and also created artificial holes in order to
find out how fast the holes are occupied,
which animals use these miniature habitats,
and how the composition of organism
groups changes with distance to natural
water bodies.
After only five days, the scientists discovered 410 organisms in the 18 artificial
holes. Species diversity decreased with increasing distance from a water source –
thus, the holes seem to serve as stepping

It has long been known that elephants are
“ecosystem engineers”: They reduce tree
cover and keep water holes open, which is
vital for many animals. Moreover, elephants
transport seeds over many kilometers in
their digestive system, thus contributing to
the distribution of plants. The team around
Clausnitzer has now shown that the protection of these pachyderms is also very important for the smallest organisms.
It looks inconspicuous but harbors many organisms: an
elephant’s footprint. © Senckenberg

stones used by some species to spread to
new areas. The researchers assume that
predator-prey interactions are unimportant
or at most play a subordinate role in young
footprints; therefore, large numbers of animals can be found although the diversity is
relatively low.

>> African Journal of Ecology
DOI: 10.1111/aje.12358

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Viola Clausnitzer
Senckenberg Museum of Natural History Goerlitz

BIODIVERSTIY AND ECOSYSTEM HEALTH

HIGHLY THREATENED:
THE FLORA IN BURKINA FASO
A large part of the 17 million inhabitants of the West African
country of Burkina Faso lives in
rural regions and relies on vegetable products – over 50 percent of the plant
species are used for traditional medicine,
food, and animal feed. Until now, it was not
known how many of these plant species are
endangered. New results by an international
team around Prof. Dr. Georg Zizka, head of
the Senckenberg Department for Botany
and Molecular Evolutionary Research, recently revealed that 22 percent of the flora

of Burkina Faso is threatened. The researchers have analyzed the distribution of
1,568 plant species in Burkina Faso. The databases, which were developed over decades, as well as collaboration with international partners, have led to an extraordinarily
sound data basis compared to other tropical
regions.
The aim of this “inventory” is to improve the
protection of threatened and endangered
plant species, thereby making an important
contribution to the well-being of Burkina
Faso’s population. In the future, population
growth as well as an increase in land use
can be expected - two factors that will affect the diversity of the flora. In addition, the
import of non-native plants is increasing.
Therefore, useful protective measures for
the vital flora must be put in place in due
time, according to Zizka.

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Georg Zizka
Senckenberg Research Institute and
Natural History Museum Frankfurt

>> Phytotaxa
DOI: 10.11646/phytotaxa.304.1.1.
The shea tree (Vitellari paradoxa) is one of the species whose protection status has changed as a consequence of the
new study. The nuts of the tree are an important source for
cooking fat and skin care oil (shea butter). © Senckenberg
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ZEBRAS: FOLLOWING THEIR MEMORY
In southern Africa, every year
thousands of wildebeests, gazelles and zebras migrate over long
distances to new pasture
grounds and back, following the rhythm of
the rainy and dry seasons. How do these
animals know where to go?
Dr. Chloe Bracis, a scientist at the Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research
Center and Goethe University Frankfurt,
discovered that in zebras, previous experiences play an important role. Zebras migrate to those grounds where they encountered the best conditions in the past.
For their study, Bracis and her colleague,
Junior Professor Dr. Thomas Müller, simulated the path of zebras and matched it to the
route of real zebras that were tracked by
other researchers with a GPS collar. Model
zebras that followed their memory got up to
four times closer to the actual destination of
the real zebras than model zebras that

present vegetation and thus their food sources, or they chose their destination according to the vegetation at the target location.
Müller explains that the zebras do so on the
basis of their experience, which they gained
years earlier. With their study, the researchers hope to contribute to the protection of
large mammals such as the zebras, since
migration routes can only be protected if it
is known how these animals migrate.

>> Proceedings of the Royl Society B
DOI: 10.1098/rspb.2017.0449

Zebras use their memory to reach their foraging grounds.
© Thomas Müller

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Chloe Bracis

followed their perception. The scientists
tested two mechanisms: the simulated zebras either oriented themselves based on the

Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre &
Goethe-University Frankfurt

BIODIVERSTIY AND ECOSYSTEM HEALTH

MOSQUITOS: ONE COMES, ONE GOES
The Asian tiger mosquito (Aedes albopictus) is one of the
worst invasive species, and its
close relative, the Asian bush
mosquito (Aedes japonicus), does not have
a good reputation either. Prof. Dr. Sven
Klimpel of the Senckenberg Biodiversity
and Climate Research Center and the Goethe University in Frankfurt explains that
both species are potential vectors of various
viruses causing infectious diseases. These
include Zika, Dengue, West Nile or Chikungunya viruses. Originally from Asia, tiger
and bush mosquitoes have spread very
quickly across Europe in the wake of globalization. The results found by the team of
scientists show that the potential range of
the tiger mosquito in Europe will expand to
the north and northeast, fostered by climate
change. The bush mosquito, on the other
hand, will suffer from global warming, and
the area that offers suitable climatic conditions for it will decrease.
Mosquitoes are considered the most impor-

in combination with long-term monitoring
and detection measures, help to be prepared for a possible immigration and to take
early countermeasures.
>> PLOS ONE
DOI: 10.1371/ journal.pone.0162116

The Asian tiger mosquito (Aedes albopictus), caught in Rovinj (Croatia), spreads further in the wake of climate change
© Senckenberg.

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Sven Klimpel
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre &

tant carriers of vector-associated infectious
pathogens.
The case of Zika has recently shown that the
world needs to be better prepared to fight
against some rare but very dangerous pathogens, states Klimpel. Due to climate
change, some of these originally tropical or
subtropical vector species can find suitable
climatic conditions in Europe and establish
themselves here. The researchers’ models,

Goethe-University Frankfurt
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NON-NATIVE SPECIES: ISLANDS AND COASTAL REGIONS
ARE MOST SEVERELY THREATENED
The gray squirrel in the UK, the
Scotch broom in New Zealand,
and the common wolf snake, Lycodon capucinus, on the Christmas Islands - all have one thing in common:
Originally, they were not native in their present habitats. Like many other animal and
plant species, they were able to occupy
new habitats, favored by human activities.
New research shows that the number of
non-native species is highest on islands
and in coastal regions. Worldwide, Hawaii
is the top leader regarding foreign species.
In Europe, Great Britain turned out to be a
hotspot for non-native species, whereas
Germany ranges in the middle, according
to Dr. Hanno Seebens of the Senckenberg
Biodiversity and Climate Research Center,
who explains the study’s main results.
The research team found a clear increase in
the number of naturalized non-native species in densely populated regions as well as

in areas with high economic development these factors increase the probability that
humans introduce many new species in an
area. The fact that islands are prone to bioinvasion is by no means unproblematic.

Many native species are endemic and show
strong interrelations. Moreover, there are
only few areas of retreat. According to Seebens, previous efforts to protect islands
from the invasion of foreign species have
not been sufficient. We urgently need more
effective legal measures.
>> Nature Ecology and Evolution
DOI: s41559-017-0186

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Hanno Seebens
Senckenberg Research Institute
The grey squirrel: originally from North America, it is now
widespread in Great Britain, where it has replaced the native European squirrel in many areas.
© Tim M. Blackburn, University College London

and Natural History Museum Frankfurt

BIODIVERSITY AND CLIMATE

NATURE CONSERVATION 3:0, THANKS TO FOSSILS
In a joint study, scientists from
Senckenberg, the University of
Leipzig, Stanford University, the
University of California-Berkeley
and other international research institutions
have introduced new approaches to nature
conservation. Nature conservation is often
conservative – ecosystems shall either be
kept in their current state or be restored to
their historical condition, which is considered to resemble the natural state. However,
according to the study, this is short-sighted
in the face of global pressure on ecosystems by the ever-growing population and
the demand for land and raw materials.
Future-oriented protective measures should
enable ecosystems to adapt to change. In
this context, fossils play an important role:

on the basis of fossil data, the long-term development of ecosystems can be retraced,
covering millions of years, whereas records
of the current state of ecosystems (considered to represent natural conditions) only cover the last 200 years. A look into the past
allows us to understand how ecosystems
have responded in previous times - for example, in case of climate change - and also
how they will possibly function in the future. This big picture (including the information provided by fossils) is a precondition for
deciding between different possible conservation strategies – depending on the objectives of protection. What should be preserved in natural but also in heavily affected
ecosystems in the future: the largest possible biodiversity? Ecosystem services?

Or wilderness? Through the past preserved
within them, fossils contribute to the understanding of the adaptability of ecosystems in times of global change and thus indirectly to the conservation of nature.
>> Science
DOI: 10.1126/science.aah4787

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Andreas Mulch
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre
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THE ALPS:
THE TREE LINE IS NOT JUST DETERMINED BY THE CLIMATE
In the course of global warming,
many animal and plant species
move into cooler regions - be it
to the north or to the higher
montane areas. Generally, plants have greater difficulties to keep up with climatic
change. This is also true for the Swiss stone
pine (Pinus cembra), a tree species often
found at the tree line in the Alps. Until now,
it had been assumed that this transition
from forest to alpine vegetation was mainly
determined by the climate.
However, it does not seem to be that simple, as shown in a study by Senckenberg and
the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow
and Landscape (WSL). According to Dr.
Eike Lena Neuschulz of the Senckenberg
Biodiversity and Climate Research Center,
climate only provides the framework for the
pine’s establishment. Whether the stone
pine successfully spreads to higher areas is
mainly dependent on its interrelationships
with other plants and animals. Surprisingly,
in the first years of establishment, climatic

a warming climate and consequently increasing competition by tree species from lower areas, the complex structure of the ecological interactions will be turned upside
down. Neuschulz argues that this would be
problematic, since the forest is an important, ecologically diverse habitat in the Alpine mountains, which further contributes to
the protection against natural hazards.
>> Journal of Ecology
Swiss stone pine forests, like other montane forests, form
an important protection against natural hazards. 		
© Eike Lena Neuschulz

factors are less important than previously
assumed. Whether a seedling actually
grows from one of the few seeds that make
it across the tree line is determined by its
immediate surroundings. Shrubby vegetation is beneficial for germination, while rodents, which nibble on the seeds, prevent
successful germination.
The researchers predict that in the event of

DOI: 10.1111/1365-2745.12818

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Eike Lena Neuschulz
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre

BIODIVERSITY AND CLIMATE

FOREST FIRES AND LARGE-SCALE BURNS
ARE DECREASING WORLDWIDE
Flaming inferno in Portugal, devastating forest fires in Southern
Spain and Croatia – can we expect more forest fires in the future due to global climate change? To
answer this question, an international research team has taken a look into the past
and made a rather astonishing discovery:
On a worldwide scale, we are facing fewer
and smaller fires today. The researchers
analyzed global fire activity between the years 1998 and 2015, using satellite data. Over
this time period, both the total number of
large fires as well as their size decreased.
Dr. Matthew Forrest of the Senckenberg
Biodiversity and Climate Research Center
explains that the global area affected by fires has been reduced by around 24.3 percent. Fire activity is significantly influenced
by population density, livestock, and the extent of agriculturally used areas. In the past

thought and can even prevent fires. Lasslop
summarizes that the new study quantifies
two important factors – climate and people
– more precisely and thus provides the basis
for improving the models that permit an insight into the future. In order to ensure the
research’s practical relevance, the team cooperates closely with authorities and institutions on site.
>> Science
The area destroyed by bush fires has decreased by about
one fourth during the last two decades. © Julia Krohmer,
Senckenberg

two decades, the largest decline of burned
areas could be found in countries where the
proportion of farmland has increased the
most and agriculture has intensified. According to Gitta Lasslop, guest scientist at the
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Center, human activity influences
global fire activity more than previously

DOI: 10.1126/science.aal4108

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Gitta Lasslop
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre
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CATTLE: KILLING THE CLIMATE
Today, 1.5 billion heads of cattle
feed on pastures worldwide.
This seemingly idyllic picture is
rapidly dismantled when we
consider the ruminants’ impact on the climate. In the course of their digestion, they
release methane, which has a 25 times greater climate-forcing effect than carbon dioxide. Senckenberg scientists, together
with colleagues from the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew and Scotland’s Rural College,
modeled how methane emissions from
cattle could change in the future. In their
study, the scientists focused on changes to
the animals’ food plants. By compiling and
analyzing numerous earlier studies, they
showed that food plants in warmer areas
are less nutritious due to lower protein and
higher fiber contents. Presumably, this is an
adaptation to heat stress and water deficiency, for example by making thicker leaves
and stems. Cows therefore have to consume more plant material and take longer for
digestion - the result: more methane climate gas. Depending on the climate scenario,
the methane output of each cow could increase by 4.5 percent by the year 2050, states Dr. Pete Manning of the Senckenberg

may have other negative consequences.
The easiest way to prevent this problem is
therefore the reduction of meat consumption – with all its negative consequences for
the world’s climate.
>> Biogeosciences
DOI: 10.5194/bg-14-1403-2017

Cattle in a German pasture – the global emission of methane
per cow could increase by 4.5% in 2050Messel. © Springer
Heidelberg. © Peter Manning, Senckenberg

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Peter Manning

Biodiversity and Climate Research Center.
Considering that the quantity of livestock is
highly likely to experience a drastic rise in
the future, the amount of methane emitted
by cattle in 2050 could have a heating potential akin to 4.7 gigatons of carbon dioxide. This would be 70 percent greater than
current emissions, according to Manning.
The authors propose that livestock numbers should be limited in the future, particularly in rapidly warming regions, if this increase in methane emission is to be avoided.
The other option would be to cultivate more
nutritious plants in these areas, though this

Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre

BIODIVERSITY AND CLIMATE

CLIMATE CHANGE LEADS TO AN INCREASE IN THERMOPHILIC
PLANTS AND ANIMALS
In some places in Germany, the
average annual temperature has
increased by about 0.3 degrees
Celsius per decade since 1980.
While this may sound harmless, it is actually detrimental to the environment. A new
study shows that long-term temperature
changes influence the population development of plant and animal in the long run.
According to Dr. Diana Bowler of the Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Center, almost half of the investigated populations of various species have
either increased or decreased significantly
since 1980. The direction of change depends on the optimal ambient temperature
for the species.
Thermophilic plant and animal species have
increased; in some cases, the population
size of terrestrial cold-loving species decreased. The study shows that temperature
change directly influences the well-being of
species. In contrast, land-use change since
1980 has had a lesser influence on population development. Although land-use change

is a threat to the populations and the diversity of species, it acts rather locally, whereas climate change has an effect almost everywhere. The accompanying temperature
increase can affect the populations of species across Central Europe, and precisely
this effect can already be observed today,
says Prof. Dr. Katrin Böhning-Gaese, Director of the Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Center, in summary.
>> Nature Ecology and Evolution
DOI: 10.1038/s41559-016-0067

In Germany, the populations of thermophilic species –
among them thermophilic bird species – have increased
since 1980.
© Wolfgang Henkes

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Katrin Böhning-Gaese
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre
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THE GIANT SLOTH
WAS A VEGETARIAN
Sloths are probably among the
strangest creatures on Earth:
hanging upside-down, with their
back facing the ground, they
move in slow motion from branch to branch
with their sickle-shaped claws. Prof. Dr.
Hervé Bocherens of the Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution and Palaeoenvironment at the University of Tübingen explains
that sloths already existed 10,000 years ago,
including the species “Megatherium.”
The extinct relatives of modern-day sloths
could reach the size of an elephant and
were much too heavy to move around in
trees for extended periods of time. Instead,
they lived on the ground and dug large underground burrows. It has long been an
enigma what these animals fed on, and the
long claws on the paws, in particular, have
led to different speculations: Did the sloths
utilize their claws for digging in and opening
up subterranean insect colonies? Were their
long claws hunting tools and the huge

animals fed on meat? Or were the fossil representatives, like sloths today, exclusive
vegetarians?
Generally, feeding habits of fossil animals
can be traced on the basis of the shape and
abrasion of their teeth – however, the teeth
of the giant sloths are not comparable with
those of modern-day sloths. Thus, the scientists had to use a different method – they
measured the carbon isotope composition
(the proportion of protein and mineral content) in the fossilized sloth bones. Bocherens explains that the measurements clearly
indicate that Megatherium fed exclusively
on plants.
>> Gondwana Research
DOI: 10.1016/j.gr.2017.04.003

It lived 10,000 years ago and was a vegetarian: the giant sloth
Megatherium. © Zeichnung von Joseph Smit, aus „Extinct
Monsters; a Popular Account of Some of
the Larger Forms of Ancient Animal Life”

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Hervé Bocherens
Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution and
Palaeoenvironment (HEP) University Tübingen

BIODIVERSITY AND EARTH SYSTEM DYNAMICS

FIRST EXCAVATION SUCCESS AT THE NEW SENCKENBERG FOSSIL
SITE SCHÖNINGEN: AN ALMOST COMPLETE SKULL OF
A SABER-TOOTHED CAT DISCOVERED.
With long claws, razor-sharp canines, and the size of an adult
lion, the saber-toothed cats (Homotherium latidens) were competitors of early humans and likely also posed a danger to them.
Under the leadership of scientists of the
Senckenberg Research Institute and the
University of Tübingen, an excavation team
discovered the remains of a saber-toothed
cat at the Schöningen fossil site. Investigations of the skull fragments at the Dutch
University in Leiden show that the bones
belong to the European saber-toothed cat
Homotherium latidens. With this new discovery, there are now three individuals of this
great predator known from Schöningen.
The third find has great potential: thanks to
the outstanding conservation at the excavation site in Schöningen, the skull’s interior
reflects the structure of the Homotherium
brain. Through the examination of the
brain’s fine structures, the scientists hope
to learn more about the large cats’ visual
and hearing abilities as well as their feeding
behavior. The third Homotherium from

Schöningen is of inestimable value for understanding the European saber-toothed
cat, says Prof. Nicholas Conard of the Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution and
Palaeoenvironment and Director of the Institute for Early Prehistory and Quaternary
Ecology of the University of Tübingen.
>> PeerJ
DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3025

Technician André Ramcharan (Leiden University, Netherlands) compares the find with a replica of a skull of Homotherium. © Universität Leiden
SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Jordi Serangeli
Senckenberg Centre for Human Evolution and
Palaeoenvironment (HEP) University Tübingen
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GIANT SALAMANDERS, GECKOS AND OLMS:
LOST SPECIES DIVERSITY IN SIBERIA
The Siberian newt, four species
of brown frogs and four species
of toads, a green frog, two lizards and five snake species these 17 species currently represent the entire amphibian and reptile fauna in Western
Siberia. This makes the region one of the
poorest in regard to these animal phyla.
Prof. Dr. Madelaine Böhme, Director of the
Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution
and Palaeoenvironment (sHEP) at the University of Tübingen, explains that this was
different in the past. The current study by
Böhme and her colleagues shows that the
number of amphibian and reptile species
was much higher in prehistoric times. The
fossil record does not only reveal the animal
world of the past, but also allows conclusions regarding the climate, precipitation and
vegetation: the discovery of a six-millionyear-old gecko of the genus Alsophylax suggests, for example, that its former habitat
was similar to today´s Kazakh steppe. For
this period in earth´s history, in which jer-

much warmer.
The sum of the findings proves the varied
biodiversity of Siberia and the dynamic climate history of this region: very wet sections with four times of today´s rainfall turned into areas with a very dry steppe
climate within a few hundred thousand years. In summary, Böhme states that the increasingly cooler temperatures at that time
probably led to the loss of many amphibian
and reptile species.

>> PeerJ
Today, the common spadefoot is only found as a fossil in
Siberia. © Davit Vasilyan

boas, camels and ostriches populated the
Western Siberian plain, the research team
calculated an annual precipitation of only
250 millimeters. Finds of tortoises and turtles, whose last representatives disappeared about 5 million years ago from Western Siberia, suggest that the climate was

DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3025

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Madelaine Böhme
Senckenberg Centre for Human Evolution and Palaeoenvironment
(HEP) University Tübingen

BIODIVERSITY AND EARTH SYSTEM DYNAMICS

OLDEST FOSSIL GIANT PENGUIN
The New Zealand fossil sites
along the Waipara River in the
Canterbury region are wellknown for bird fossils, which
were preserved in ocean sand only 4 million
years after the extinction of the dinosaurs.
Especially important among the fossil finds
are skeletons of Waimanu, the oldest known
penguin, says Dr. Gerald Mayr of the Senckenberg Research Institute in Frankfurt.
Recently, Mayr, together with colleagues
from the Canterbury Museum in New Zealand, described a newly discovered penguin
fossil from the famous site. This fossil is
special because it differs significantly from
the hitherto known penguin fossils of this
geological era.
The examined bones show that the newly
described penguin was much taller than its
relative, which was described earlier. Moreover, Waimanu belongs to a species that
is more closely related to penguins from later periods. The researchers postulate that
the newly described penguin lived about 61
million years ago and reached a body length
of about 150 centimeters. Thus, it was almost as big as Anthropornis nordenskjoeldi,
the largest known fossil penguin to date,
which lived in the Antarctic approximately

45 to 33 million ago and is therefore geologically much younger. “The findings show
that penguins in the early Paleocene were
much more diverse than we previously
thought,” says Mayr. According to the ornithologist from Frankfurt, this diversity in
turn indicates that the first representatives
of penguins probably already existed in the
era of dinosaurs, more than 65 million years
ago.
>> The Science of Nature
DOI: 10.1007/s00114-017-1441-0

The Waipara penguin, compared to the size of an Emperor
penguin (largest extant penguin) and a human. 		
© Senckenberg
SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Gerald Mayr,
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Frankfurt
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WHEN NURSING AFFECTS THE HORNS
If today´s dairy cows are milked
too frequently and too intensely
(“overmilking”), this can lead to
the development of severe skeletal changes. On the animals’ horns, holes of
a few centimeters in diameter can occur.
Prof. Dr. Ralf-Dietrich Kahlke of the Senckenberg Research Station for Quaternary Palaeontology in Weimar explains that new findings reveal comparable changes in the horn
of a wild animal from the last Ice Age.

45,000-year-old right horn of a female steppe bison from
Langsdorf, near Tribsees (Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania).
Scale: 3 cm © Senckenberg Weimar

The paleontologist, together with his colleague Prof. Dr. Uwe Kierdorf from the University of Hildesheim, investigated the horn of a
steppe bison (Bison priscus), which lived
about 45,000 years ago. The researchers
found two large and deep holes a few centimeters in size. In times of extreme stress, the
body resorbs minerals from the skeleton to
utilize them in vital processes. Such resorption occurred in the horn of the investigated
bison cow.
The bison cow lived several hundred kilometers south of the Scandinavian Ice Sheet;
therefore, its habitat was free of ice. Therefore, it can be assumed that animals in this
time and region did not suffer from deprivation; however, this does not appear to be the
case. The scientists propose that reforestation, which happened during this era, in combination with an increased demand for energy during pregnancy, made life hard for the
bison cow. Kahlke and his colleagues would
like to investigate additional horns of female
bison in order to consolidate their hypothesis

and to find possible fossil parallels to “overmilking” in wild animals.
>> International Journal of Paleopathology
DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpp.2016.08.006

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Ralf-Dietrich Kahlke
Research Station of Quaternary Palaeontology
Weimar
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SENCKENBERG ANNIVERSARY – 200 YEARS OF NATURAL HISTORY
RESEARCH – FIVE INSTITUTES OPENED THEIR DOORS

Please come in! The Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Center opened its doors on May 13th. © Senckenberg

2017 marks Senckenberg’s 200th
anniversary. In May and June,
five institutes opened their doors
to the public and presented a variety of information and activities.
What lives in the Kinzig River? How do beaver, wildcat and wolf fare in Germany? These
questions were answered at Senckenberg in
Gelnhausen. As special highlights, visitors
were able to extract their own DNA and cast
footprints of wild animals in plaster.
Visitors taking a look behind the scenes at

the Senckenberg Natural History Museum in
Görlitz were able learn about sixteen different topics: from the „World of wolves“ to
the „World of tiny soil animals“ and the
„World of the sunken lignite forests.” About
250 adults and children took the opportunity
to visit the collections, research areas and
the museum library.
A DNA lab, the site of the recent discovery
that not just one, but four species of giraffes
exist, opened its door at the Senckenberg
Biodiversity and Climate Research Center.

In the building and its garden, 12 stations
could be visited where scientists presented
their research.
The insect experts from the Senckenberg
German Entomological Institute in Müncheberg not only provided insights into their
collections but gave interested people the
opportunity to work at a microscopy station
and a station for insect trapping. Additional
highlights were the live preparation of insects and a “petting zoo” with hissing cockroaches. The Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution and Palaeoenvironment in
Tübingen attracted around 500 visitors who
took a look at the scientific collections and
the courtyard, where young and old had an
opprotunity to search for fossils in shale
from Dotternhausen.

SGN-Contact-Person:
Senckenberg Communication Board

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (MUSEUMS, EVENTS)

GIANT BOOKS FOR THE MUSEUM – SENCKENBERG’S
ANNIVERSARY EXHIBITION “200 YEARS OF PASSION FOR NATURE
AND RESEARCH”
Diplodocus, ancient elephants
and ostriches received new
company at the end of June: Seven oversized book exhibits moved into the Senckenberg Natural History
Museum in Frankfurt. They describe the
eventful 200-year-old history of the Senckenberg Society for Natural Research,
founded by Frankfurt citizens in 1817, and
provide information about the society’s development into a global player in the field of
research (meanwhile operating at eleven locations in Germany). Together with the Institute for Urban History and the Historical
Museum Frankfurt, Senckenberg developed the exhibition “200 Years of Passion for
Nature and Research,” which also examines
the importance of the Senckenberg Society

for the city of Frankfurt and for life in the
metropolis on the Main River. In addition to
the books, there are exhibits in display cases demonstrating the research history of
Senckenberg, among them a microscope
that was used by Fritz Römer, the first fulltime curator at Senckenberg at the beginning of the 20th century. The exhibition also
emphasizes the historical significance of individual highlights in the permanent exhibition. Museum visitors can learn about a placodont, which is displayed with a complete
skeleton – one of its kind. Moreover, the history of the world-famous Edmontosaurus
mummy, donated by Arthur von Weinberg,
is told.

Book exhibit, model of the “Senckenberg” research vessel
and a skeleton of an American mammoth in the Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt. © Senckenberg / Tränkner

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Bernd Herkner
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Frankfurt
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FASCINATING DIVERSITY
The collections of the Senckenberg Society for Natural Research comprise around 40 million objects resulting from 200
years of research – and part of these collections will be shown in the Frankfurt museum, beginning on September 30, 2017. A
huge wall cabinet of 15 by 4 meters in size
presents the new special exhibition “Fascinating Diversity” with a variety of biological
and geological objects. Visitors are invited
to learn more about the ”Earth System” and
the so-called geobiodiversity research.
Since the founding of the Senckenberg Society for Natural Research in the year 1817,
much has happened: Today, Senckenberg
scientists investigate the entire diversity of
the inanimate and animate nature worldwide, in order to understand the earth as a
whole. For this reason, they have collected
and preserved biological and geological objects for over 200 years, approximately 40
million specimens to date - and every year,
more are added! “Fascinating Diversity”
shows about 1,000 objects in a giant wall
display - only a tiny part of the entire collection. The “wall” presents a colorful crosssection of the collections from all Senckenberg locations: from a tiny beetle and
fascinating fossils, dazzling birds and glittering minerals to the splendid Okapi bull.
Animals, fossils and plants, which would

Thorolf Müller among a flock of birds.. © Senckenberg / Sven Traenkner

never have met in time and space, can be
seen side by side here. Through interactive
tools, further information about the objects
can be obtained, which demonstrates that
geo- and biosciences at Senckenberg are so
closely intertwined that they form the “geobiodiversity” research approach. At a “play
table,” visitors can join in answering questions about the objects or play against each

other. Here, the fascination with diversity
can be experienced by all ages!

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Thorolf Müller
Stab Zentrale Museumsentwicklung, Senckenberg
Gesellschaft für Naturforschung

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (MUSEUMS, EVENTS)

TIN ANIMALS CONQUER THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
IN GÖRLITZ

Forward march! These mechanical penguins waddle across the ice landscape created by the photographer. 		
© Köpcke Weinhold

Scurrying mice, waddling geese,
creaking frogs or monkeys on bicycles: mechanical toys have occupied children’s rooms all over
the world for more than one hundred years.
Since May, a variety of these toys from the

period between 1890 and 1970 have been on
display in the exhibition “The World of Mechanical Animals” in the Senckenberg Natural History Museum in Görlitz. Some of them,
however, have escaped and are hiding in the
museum’s Oberlausitz exhibition. There,

they are sitting among the real, natural exhibits, waiting to be discovered. The artist Sebastian Köpcke from Berlin and photographer Volker Weinhold also created about
twenty large-format photographs in which
they playfully set the animals high above the
clouds, below the surface, in snow and ice,
or in a native cabbage field. Without digital
processing of the photos, effective stagings
were produced that offers the visitors a very
special look at the historical animals. Starting at the end of the 19th century, Germany
developed into a hotspot of the tin toy industry, exporting them across the globe. However, in the 1960s, interest in these mechanical wonders waned and the production
ceased. Unfortunately, historical creatures
have become rare. Passionate collectors and
museums ensure their survival to this day.
SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Christian Düker
Press and Public Relations
Senckenberg Museum of Natural History Goerlitz
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NEW MUSEUM: STUDENT EXPERTS, SELFIE WITH THE DINO EGG,
A DINO ON THE ROAD, AND CHARLY‘S BRAIN
In the past six months, four large
promotions and events took
place in the context of the “Senckenberg 2020 - the New Museum” campaign: Karl-Heinz “Charly” Körbel,
head of the Eintracht Frankfurt Soccer
School and former player in the national
league, went to have an MRT of his brain taken in the hospital in Bad Soden. The scan
served as the basis for the accessible brain the highlight of the exhibition “Man” in the
Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt, which is
sponsored with one million Euros by the
non-profit Hertie Foundation.
The dinosaur Diplodocus longus, Senckenberg landmark and ambassador of the project “Senckenberg 2020 - the New Museum,” moved to its new location on the banks
of the Spree in Berlin on March 17. The fullsize long-necked dinosaur is traveling
through Germany to advertise the campaign
for the conversion and new construction of
the Frankfurt Museum. Its journey is funded
by the OFFICEFIRST company. As part of its
trip, a “Dino egg search” took place in the
social networks during Easter: three original-

sized eggs each were hidden in the Senckenberg museums in Dresden, Frankfurt and
Görlitz as well as on the banks of the Spree in
Berlin. The finders were able to post a photo
under the hashtag #Dinoaufreise in the social networks and could win tickets for the
three museums.
Following its Christmas bazaar in support of
Senckenberg, the Frankfurt Schillerschule
supported the “New Museum” with another
activity: Six 7th-grade classes of the school
in Sachsenhausen were trained by Senckenberg scientists to become “student experts.”
On May 30, the young researchers presented
their newly acquired knowledge to interested passers-by, thus supporting the fundraising campaign.

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Martin Cepek
Diplodocus longus is touring Germany and has lost a few
eggs on its tour. © Senckenberg

Stab Zentrale Museumsentwicklung,
Senckenberg Gesellschaft für Naturforschung

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (MUSEUMS, EVENTS)

HR-INFO FUNKKOLLEG “BIOLOGY AND ETHICS” IN COOPERATION
WITH THE HESSISCHER RUNDFUNK
Progress in basic biological research is breathtaking. We can
intervene more deeply than ever
in the nature that surrounds us
and in our own human nature. More and
more, life is developing into a project. While,
on the one hand, intervention in the genome is almost self-evident, thanks to new
molecular biology methods, genetic diversity, on the other hand, decreases. The loss of
biodiversity has even more far-reaching
consequences for us than climate change.
Thus, ethical questions need to be conside-

red in a new light: How do we want to live,
what can and should we do? In 24 half-hour
radio broadcasts, beginning on October 28,
the hr-iNFO Funkkolleg “Biology and Ethics”
provides basic knowledge, elucidates conflicts and provides thought-provoking impulses. The Senckenberg Society for Nature
Research offers scientific support and also
jointly issues the accompanying book,
which will be published at the end of October.
Dates, information and registration:
http://funkkolleg-biologie.de

SGN-Contact-Person:
Prof. Dr. Dr. hc. Volker Mosbrugger
Senckenberg Gesellschaft für Naturforschung

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (MUSEUMS, EVENTS)

START-UP PROTEOMX SCHOLARSHIP WILHELMSHAVEN
Falsely declared goods, fish from
illegal fishing – in order to prevent the marketing of such
goods for the benefit of the environment and consumers, efficient food
controls are necessary. Frequently, however, these are expensive and elaborate,
such as methods that identify species using
the genetic material, i.e., the DNA. The
start-up team ProTeomX now offers a cost-

effective and fast alternative as a service.
Biologists Dr. Silke Laakmann, Dr. Stefanie
Kaiser and Dr. Thomas Knebelsberger of the
German Center for Marine Biodiversity Research at Senckenberg am Meer in Wilhelmshaven have developed a method that
allows the determination of multicellular
species on the basis of proteins. This idea
convinced the Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy: In order to develop a

practicable method, the team received an
EXIST start-up scholarship of 155,000 Euros in May.

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Stefanie Kaiser
DZMB, Senckenberg am Meer Wilhelmshaven
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THE FASCINATION OF GLASS SPONGES - NATURE-INSPIRED PROJECTS IN DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE.
The skeletons of the Hexactinellida, or glass sponges, have fascinated humans ever since these
delicate deep-sea animals became known. Recently, glass sponges have
been the focus of materials research in architecture and design - and with remarkable
success. Much can be learned from the study of the skeletal architecture of glass sponges of the genus Euplectella; for example,
Benjamin Würkner was able show in his di-

ploma thesis, which he wrote at the Hochschule für Gestaltung Offenbach under the
supervision of Prof. Markus Holzbach, that
natural sponges are an impressive example
of potential spatial structures. The organism
has a supporting structure made of silicates, which are very similar to industrially
processed glass fibers. An impressive feature of the skeleton is its tremendous stability, which is achieves with a small amount
of material. The skeleton is virtually un-

breakable and weighs approximately 5 g,
with a length of 28 cm and a diameter of
3.5 cm. Using generative design methods,
Würkner created a comparable spatial support structure from 3D-printed glass fiber
composites for the first time.
Würkner’s object, called “Fiber spider,” already received “Honorable Mention” (2nd
place) of the “Materialica Award Student”
in 2015 and was honored with a “special
recognition” in the Junior Designer Award
of the Raymond Loewy Foundation in 2016.
At the beginning of this year, Benjamin
Würkner was chosen from around 120 nominated young designers to receive the
German Design Award as newcomer of the
year 2017 for “Fiber Spider” and other related projects. Preparations are under way
for a further research project on the evolution of the extraordinary mechanical and
optical properties of the skeletons of selected siliceous sponges, which are also excellent light conductors, and on their potential
for design and art. The aim is to create a
transdisciplinary research project between
design, architecture, art, and marine biology.

SGN-Contact-Person:
PD Dr. Dorte Janussen
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Frankfurt

Project: Fiber spider © B. Würkner

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY (MUSEUMS, EVENTS)

“FUTURE” LECTURE SERIES FROM OCTOBER 25, 2017
TO FEBRUARY 28, 2018
How will our planet evolve? Will
it continue to be a good place for
an ever-increasing number of
people, thanks to scientific and
technological progress – or will it develop
into a sinking ship due to our severe interference in the ecosystem? Will we continue
to be able to rely on good living conditions
for as many people as possible? What happens when the ice caps melt and land use
still increases, and how can we estimate
such future developments at all?
The lecture series “The future has already
begun - Scientific solutions, ideas and utopias for a livable planet” looks at future possibilities and how we can maneuver on

earth and discusses at which crucial point
mankind has arrived today. It illustrates the
importance of the new questions and problems for scientific work, how well-founded
models and predictions for future developments are drawn up and which institutions
are active in this field. Among others, this is
done on the basis of current scientific ideas,
utopias and solutions, which may still seem
futuristic to us today, but for which the implementation may be closer than we think.
At the end of the lecture cycle “Man – Earth
– Cosmos – Future,” the new series of lectures shows which new ideas and solutions
for a sustainable future originate from science. This is done on the basis of current

examples. Further information is available
at www.senckenberg.de/future

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Julia Krohmer
Senckenberg Scientific Coordination Office
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ALUMNI PORTRAIT: THE
PALEONTOLOGIST JUSSI ERONEN
Beginning with this issue of the
Senckenberg Highlights, we will
regularly feature members of
our Researcher Alumni Network
Senckenberg (FANS):
Jussi Eronen (PhD), born in 1978, is a paleontologist working at the University of Helsinki. His research interest focuses on the
understanding of ecosystem dynamics and
the change in climate in the course of the
earth‘s history up to the present. He is particularly interested in how environmental crises affect society and how society deals
with these crises. Eronen is a founding
member of BIOS (http://bios.fi/en/), an independent research unit dealing with socioecological changes and their impact on society in Finland, and he is currently also
active there. He is also a core member of
the Scientific Consensus on Maintaining
Humanity‘s Life Support Systems, and
member of the NECLIME (Neogene Climate
Evolution in Eurasia) and ETE (Evolution of
terrestrial Environments) Associations.
From 2006 to 2015, Jussi Eronen visited

Introducing Senckenberg-Alumni!
Registration in our Researcher Alumni Network at:
www.senckenberg.de/FANS or send an email to:
annette.klussmann-kolb @ senckenberg.de

Senckenberg three times for extended stays
(with a Marie Curie Fellowship, a scholarship from the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation, and other funding) and worked
intensively with Volker Mosbrugger as well
as several SBiK-F scientists. For Jussi Eronen, the cooperation with Senckenberg was
ground-breaking. It significantly influenced

his research as a postdoc, since he was able
to realize important projects with Senckenberg scientists regarding paleoclimate modeling. Jussi Eronen has fond memories of
his time in Frankfurt: his best memories are
connected to soccer and German beer. In
the summer of 2006, the Finnish man experienced the World Cup in Germany during
one of the hottest Junes on record, and he
was only able to survive with wheat beer
and “Radler;” and after the World Cup final
in the summer of 2014, he went to the bars
in the city with colleagues and friends to celebrate.
Jussi’s advice to researchers from all over
the world who want to come to Senckenberg in the future: a thorough and forwardlooking time plan and timely contact with
co-operation partners and administrative
staff in order to overcome bureaucratic
hurdles. Then nothing should stand in the
way of a successful, interesting and enjoyable research stay at Senckenberg.
SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Annette Klussmann-Kolb,
Senckenberg Scientific Coordination Office
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PLANT IDENTIFICATION MADE EASY: A NEW ONLINE
DATABASE HELPS TO IDENTIFY THE GERMAN FLORA

Pretty to look at but difficult to identify: Wild roses © Senckenberg/Ritz

The differentiation of wild species
of roses is often difficult, even for
experts - the plants look too similar, their distinguishing features
are too few or too obscure. Therefore, in order to facilitate the recognition of such
plant species, Dr. Christiane Ritz of the Senckenberg Natural History Museum in Gör-

litz, together with colleagues from Frankfurt
as well as scientists from the University of
Jena and the German Center for Integrative
Biodiversity Research, have now published
an online database. According to Ritz, the
advantage of this virtual herbarium is its accessibility for everyone and at any time; the
focus of the online database is mainly on

genera that reproduce asexually. These
plant species – in which seed formation occurs without reduction division and fertilization – are also considered to be particularly
difficult to identify.
The database presents all species from these genera that are listed in the “Rothmaler
– Exkursionsflora von Deutschland” plant
guide as well as additional important species. “We offer high-resolution scans of selected herbarium specimens and often also
detailed recordings of relevant features as
verification aids for the correct identification,” Ritz adds. The scientists also envision
an extension of the genera beyond the German borders. The database was funded by
the German Science Foundation within the
program “Scientific Literature Supply and
Information Systems (LIS).”
>> >> PLANT SYSTEMATICS AND EVOLUTION 1
DOI: 10.1007/S00606-017-1419-6

SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Stefan Dressler,
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Frankfurt

INFRASTRUCTURE

A KEEN NOSE FOR SENCKENBERG
A fine nose is essential for Maple,
Senckenberg‘s first trained tracking dog. The Labrador bitch has
recently started to support the
Senckenberg scientists in the search for
samples of wild animals. In the context of
the genetic reference center for large predators, scientists in Gelnhausen have been
conducting DNA analyses of endangered
species of wild animals for almost ten years. According to Dr. Carsten Nowak, head
of the Nature Conservation Genetics group
of the Senckenberg Research Institute in
Gelnhausen, the scientists rely on specimens of very rare animal species. Information about the distribution of wild animals is
often difficult to obtain: the animals are shy
and live in areas that are hard to access.
Conventional methods often only provide limited information. “Thus, remains such as
feces are a very fortunate coincidence - the
DNA from these samples offers the scien-

Maple‘s range of species detection to other
relevant species as well,” adds Hollerbach
as a preview.
The Hessian State Office for Nature Conservation, Environment and Geology (HLNUG) is involved in this new data collection
method in the context of a cooperation project. Findings from future investigations in
Hesse will contribute to the monitoring of
large predators, conducted by the State Office.
Senckenberg tracking dog “Maple”. © Lisa Hanke

tists information on the number of animals
in an area, their gender, and where they originated from,” says Laura Hollerbach, scientific assistant and Maple’s handler.
The results show that, compared to humans, trained dogs are able to search much
larger areas in a shorter period of time and
also have significantly higher detection rates. “In the future, we would like to expand

SGN-Contact-Person:
Laura Hollerbach
Senckenberg Research Institute
and Natural History Museum Branch Gelnhausen
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NEW NAMES FOR HISTORIC HOUSES
The most extensive building measures in the 200-year history of
Senckenberg have reached a new
milestone: Work on the southern
complex of the Senckenberg Research Institute in Frankfurt has almost been completed. First collections with fishes, mussels
and snails as well as various other marine
animals have already moved into the new
premises. On June 9, 2017, the former “Alte
Physik” was officially inaugurated in the
presence of Boris Rhein, Hessian Minister
of Science and Art, and renamed “Arthurvon-Weinberg-Haus” after Senckenberg‘s
honorary president. At the same time, the
building of the Senckenberg Biodiversity
and Climate Research Center (SBiK-F) received a new name: “Maria-Sibylla-MerianHaus.”
SGN-Contact-Person:
Dr. Gerd Mangel
Senckenberg Gesellschaft für Naturforschung

The protagonists of renaming the Senckenberg houses. © Daniel Kummer Photography

INFRASTRUCTURE

HEP TÜBINGEN: RESEARCH ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF MAN
How, why and when did we become what we are? What influences did environmental and climate changes have and continue to
have on our evolution? And what can fossils
tell us about past ecosystems? At the Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution and
Palaeoenvironment (sHEP), seven working

groups are involved in research into the early history of humans.
At the beginning of 2017, the sHEP was included in the Leibniz Association as a new
institute of Senckenberg, which was celebrated with a ceremony held on May 12,
2017. With the integration of sHEP into Senckenberg, the University of Tübingen and

Senckenberg intensify their research into
the early history of man. The federal government and the state governments of BadenWuerttemberg and Hesse will fund the institute with 2.8 million Euros per year. “The
exploration of our own origins and evolution
holds a very special fascination. The new
Senckenberg Institute offers excellent prerequisites for exploring the early days of
mankind, but also to take a look into our future and into contributing to the solution of
societal problems. We are very pleased to
be able to support this interdisciplinary research,” said Prof. Dr. Johanna Wanka, Federal Minister for Education and Research,
during her opening address at the ceremony.

SGN-Ansprechpartnerin:
Dr. Sibylle Wolf
Senckenberg Centre for Human Evolution and
Palaeoenvironment (HEP) University Tübingen

Prof. Dr. Johanna Wanka, Federal Minister for Education and Research, at the ceremony for the integration and consolidation
of the Center for Human Evolution and Palaeoenvironment into Senckenberg: © Paul Mehnert/Universität Tübingen
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